GRIFFIN – HAMMIS ASSOCIATES, LLC
INFORMATIONAL INTERVIEWS
On-site, the job developer or employment specialist is seeking information about the
company, its hiring practices, what opportunities exist to create or carve jobs, and getting
insights into the company culture. The general format of an informational interview is:
1. Brief Discussion prompted by the employment specialist asking something to effect of:
“Before we tour, can you tell me a bit about the history of the business, the products and
services, and how the business is evolving?” And, “Tell me how you got into this line of
work.” People want to know that you care, so give them a chance to talk about
themselves.
2. Tour, with questions asked at appropriate times and of various people performing the
many tasks along the way.
3. Wrap-up by thanking the person for their time, indicating that you may have someone
interested in this field as a career or even possibly working there now or later. Make your
exit and promise to stay in touch.
Throughout the process, opportunities to ask questions conversationally exist. Since this
is not a job development visit, do not press someone for a job. That comes later in the
relationship. For now, the tour is answering questions about the varying tasks and duties
people perform, the values and culture of the company, and needs the business has that
your organization or workers can address.
The tour provides an opportunity to witness, for instance, the level of natural support that
may be available to someone with a disability. Keen observation reveals whether coworkers and supervisors help each other out during a typical day; it reveals who does the
training and how an employment specialist might structure the initiation period so that
the employer takes significant responsibility for supervision and training right from the
start; it reveals what is valued on the worksite, such as muscle, brains, humor, attendance,
speed, quality or other worker traits. These are important considerations, of course, when
designing a job match that minimizes on-site training and consultation.
The interviewing process, as well, reveals opportunities or red flags if the place of
employment does not provide a good working environment. Some standard questions for
an informational interview, again, asked in a conversational and not an interrogative tone,
include:
1. Where do you find or recruit employees? (This is asked in case you now need to refer
to Job Service if they do all the hiring searches for this particular employer; to identify
your competition; and to create an opportunity to discuss the service you provide).
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2. How are people trained in their jobs? (This gives information about natural training
means and methods that can be sculpted into a job match and training plan, especially one
that recognizes that in most cases business already trains its employees and that the
support you offer is customizing their training, not replacing it).
3. What are the prerequisites for working here? (This points out the various
qualifications, certifications, etc., that might be needed).
4. How or where do your employees gain the experience required to work here? (Another
question that gets at qualifications and that seeks the advice of the “expert.” This also
gives the job developer a list of other similar companies).
5. What personal characteristics do you look for in employees? (This gives insight into
the kind of candidate the employer seeks; provides information on what to highlight in a
resume or interview; and gives a glimpse inside the culture of the company regarding the
most valued skills and attributes).
6. When employees leave, what other industries or businesses do they go to? (This starts
getting at issues of staff turnover, which might be an indicator of a great place to work in
the case where no one leaves, to an indication of poor management in the case where
there is high turnover. It also provides the job developer with information on related
industries and possible opportunities for someone interested in similar work).
7. What are the pay and benefit rates?
8. What are the work hours? Is there shift work? Does the company allow for flex time or
other job accommodations? (This gives the employment specialist insight into the
flexibility of management and the company’s policies on work hours and expected work
effort).
9. What impact is technology having on the industry? (This is a common concern for
most businesses today and provides an opportunity for the job developer using Resource
Ownership strategies to propose a job for someone who can use or bring with them a
piece of essential technology that can be purchased through a Social Security PASS Plan
or through Vocational Rehabilitation).
10. What are the current forces for change in this industry? (This question often leads to a
lively discussion of how the market is changing, how personnel preparation and training
is evolving, and how the competitive market is adapting).
All these questions and their answers breed add-on questions and discussion points that
provide opportunities to solve labor problems or to innovate in the face of emerging
trends in hiring. Informational interviews are a low-tech, high-touch option that provides
insight into the inner workings of business. Knowing what goes on in a given company
gives the employment specialist or job developer an added advantage when creating
employment or responding to an employer need.
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